A new class of quadrature rule methods for solving nonsingular Volterra integral equations of the first kind are introduced; these methods are based on an appropriate modification of the higher-order Newton-Gregory methods which are known to be divergent. Methods up to order six are constructed explicitly and illustrated with numerical examples.
Then it is well known, [11, p. 14] , that a unique solution y{x) exists and is continuously differentiable to sufficiently high order on 5,. where wni are real-valued weights satisfying (P + 1), Equation (2.1) will be denoted by Q{A*,A, m), where
(1) A*={af)eRp+x,A={ai)GRp+x. (2) m is the degree of precision of the quadrature rule [8, p . 301],
i.e. En(g) = 0 vg G Ttm, space of real polynomials of degree m.
(3) (2.1) is "apparently" defined for n > 2p + 1. In Section 3, we shall extend the definition for « > p + 1.
This yields the numerical method for the solution of (1.1), n (2.2) Y wniKixn>xi)yi = /(*")> n=p + 1(1)N,
1=0
where v" denotes an approximation to the exact solution y(xn). If we have a set of starting values yn, n = 0(l)p, then (2.2) may be used in a recursive fashion to generate approximations for yn, n = p + 1(1)A7.
In this paper we shall not deal with the problem of how to generate the necessary starting values; we mention, however, that some useful higher-order procedures have recently been derived in [1, p. 295 ] and [13, p. 45]. These methods could also be used to approximate y on the entire mesh IN; however, they are r2 times as expensive (in terms of the number of kernel evaluations per step) as the method defined in (2.2) (r is the order of the method, to be defined below). Definition 2.1. Let en = yn -y{xn), « = 0(1)A/, denote the (global) discretization error of (2.2). Then (2.2) is said to be convergent of order r if r is the largest positive integer for which there exists a finite constant C such that, for all sufficiently smooth / and A-, \en\<Chr, n = 0{l)N.
The aim of this paper will be to give a characterization of the weights wni so that the method (2.2) is actually convergent of order r {=m + 1, as we shall see later). Furthermore, we shall construct explicitly families of such methods for r < 6. This is significant in the light of the result in [5, p. 148] , which essentially showed that methods of the form (2.2) based on a wide class of interpolatory quadrature rules yielded nonconvergent methods for r > 2. It should be mentioned, however, that six interpolatory quadrature rules were displayed in [5, p. 148 ] which proved to yield convergent schemes up to order six. Unfortunately, these schemes give no indication as to whether methods of higher order exist.
3. Selection of the Weights. In order to choose the vectors A* and A we consider the decomposition of (2.1) into simpler quadrature rules af, i = 0{l)p, w"
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where En{g) = Êp{g)+ Y Èjis). j=p + i
Now we select:
(1) The ct to be the weights of the closed Newton-Cotes rule with p + 1 abscissae.
(2) ' The b¡ to satisfy the system of linear equations (3-2) %'%'JT-V i = W)r-l<P + l (0/-{J; J;S).
(In the following, conditions (3.2) will be referred to as the consistency conditions.)
With these choices, it follows that the degree of precision of (2.1) is m = r -1. Furthermore, if r -1 = p + 1, the system (3.2) yields a unique solution (since the coefficient matrix is essentially Vandermonde). In this case, the quadrature rule (2.1) is the Newton-Gregory rule to pth differences. This case is useless for p > 0; see [5, p. 148] or [6, p. 38] . Thus, in the remainder of the paper we shall assume r -1 < p + 1 so that the weights of (2.1) will depend (linearly) on p + 2 -r free parameters b0, bx, b2, ... , bp+x_r, say. Finally, we associate with (2.1) the characteristic polynomial (3-3) p(z)= "f btZ"*1-'. We now give necessary conditions for (2.2) to define a convergent method of order 1. Backward differencing of this relation at « and « -1 yields the difference equation I biyn_i = 0, n=p + l{l)N.
If the method is convergent, we must have
which entails that p{z) must be a simple von Neumann polynomial. See [7, p. 218] for the details.
For (2), we apply the same procedure to the test equation
(whose exact solution is y(x) = 1) to obtain the difference equation
Thus, the result follows.
We now proceed to show that stability and consistency are sufficient for convergence. Indeed, we shall show if we have the r conditions (3.2), we obtain convergence of order r.
Throughout the rest of the paper we assume that the following conditions hold: A. / and K are sufficiently differentiable with respect to each of their arguments on Sx and 52, respectively. B. p{z), defined in (3.3), satisfies the stability condition and the r consistency conditions (3.2) (i.e. (3.2) with j = 0,1, ... ,r -1).
C. The starting errors, {en: n = 0(l)p}, are 0{hr).
It is easily seen that the global discretization error, en, satisfies
where En is the quadrature rule error in (2.1) applied to the function K{xn, t) • y{t).
En can be estimated asymptotically {n -► °°, h -> 0,nh = xn fixed), under assumptions A, B and C, by We shall also need the following lemma. The double sum is finite and 0(hr), since it only depends on the starting errors which, due to assumption C, satisfy en = 0(hr) (n = 0(1 )p). The second sum is OQf), \eN\ <R(1 + Shy* <R ■ exp{NhS), Nh = a, so that \eN\ = 0{hr) for n = 0(1)A7. Thus the proof is complete.
5. Construction of Methods. We first consider the choice of the p + 2 -r free parameters so that p{z) is a Schur polynomial. An equivalent (and more convenient) approach is to ensure that the polynomial which then yields the condition stated in Table I (See [6] for details; compare also Kobayasi [9] where a corresponding analysis is given for the trapezoidal method.) Thus, in the case of quadrature rule methods based on simple von Neumann polynomials, we get "marginally stable" approximations depending on whether \dk(x)\ is monotone increasing or decreasing (with increasing x). .05
.05
.05 Table 11 We shall illustrate this phenomenon with the following examples. I. /£ (a2 + 1) cos(x -t)y(t) dt = aeax + sin x -a cos x, y(x) = eax, dk(x) = II. a fx ea(x^y(t)dt = sinh ax,y(x) = e~ax, dk(x) = 5keax, zk=-l (for our methods).
Thus, we expect serious stability problems in example II with a > 0.
The following methods will be used for the solution. Exact starting values were used, when needed. All computations were performed on the CDC 6400 at Dalhousie University (in double precision 120 bit word). 
